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About This Game
9 Grids VR is an arcade-style, fast-paced, short and easy fun game for the HTC Vive that is a combination of whack a mole and
dodgeball in a apocalyptic world.
*Please note that you MUST have a HTC vive in order to play the the game!*
Slash or blast up your enemies and dodge their attacks by moving physically around the unique 9 Grids movement system!
Features
Currently 2 Worlds available with 5 levels each. Game-time is approximately 3 minutes for each level.
Gameplay
▪ Achieve the highest kill score while taking as little damage as possible
▪ Waves of enemies with increasing difficulty
▪ Defeat a boss at the end of the level
[To start round, use weapon to touch 'Start' button. Then use weapon to hit the level orbs that are orbiting around player. To
change between worlds, press top left touchpad button]
Watch Level Select Tutorial Video at https://youtu.be/sKmuM39VX00
Movement Mechanisms
▪ There are 9 locations (in the form of logs or rocks) and the player can hop to any of the location to dodge projectiles
▪ Layout of the 9 locations is similar to the numpad
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▪ Enemies spawn in a separate set of 9 locations in front of the player
To move, player has the current two options:
Basic - Press trigger and move in real life to hop to the next location in game
Auto - Trigger button not required before each hop
[Press both triggers to toggle between Basic and Auto]
Watch Movement Tutorial Video at https://youtu.be/9iIFcUGhpoY
Attack Mechanisms
Sword: Slash from up to down (vertically or diagonally) or from right to left to unleash a sword arc
Hammer (experimental): Hammer motion - Raise the hammer up high and strike downwards - to call lightning strikes
Gauntlet (experimental): Punching motion - from back to forwards - to fire energy punches
Each weapon has a different hit radius and damage. Possible to wield two different weapons at the same time.
[Hold grip button and bring current weapon behind player - Imagine there is a sheath on your back]
Watch Weapon Tutorial Video at https://youtu.be/_190CcIAABQ

-----Developer's Comments
The game may still contain several bugs at this point of time. We have priced the game with the consideration to increase prices
in the future with more content updates, somewhat like an early access title / pre-order. All proceeds will go towards game
content.
Early buyers get free content updates although if there isn't much interest in this genre, there's the risk of little future content.
We appreciate all feedback and support (in terms of comments or reviews)!
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At a bit over 2 hours it might not be long but it's absolutely fantastic.
Yes, gameplay is not overly complex, but as a lifetime Bud Spencer & Terence HIll fan this was glorious. More please. :D. i
have played this VN back in the late 2013.
and i have to say this VN is still holding place in the one of best VN i have ever played.
if you liked this VN, try play other Favorite VNs too, im sure you will be interested.. This is one of the best and easiest dlc
characters, and it's predator, seriously, he's really op when you get your enemies in a corner. The only match-3 sort of game that
i could sink hours into. Addictive, with a clever mechanic and one of the only puzzle-sandbox modes i've seen.. Got this game
for about $0.48... I'd say this game is easily worth $5.00. The music in it is just amazing and I love how true this game is. For
instance, Frederic had this horrible phobia of being buried alive so in his will, he stated that he wanted his heart removed from
his chest and in this game, he's trying to find it. Pretty cool stuff man.
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This game is seriously awesome! It's similar to SMB1, but with some element differences. The main one being that Marisa
gradually grows. Rather than just having a big and small form, Marisa grows another head tall depending on how many
mushrooms she has. At four heads, she gets a projectile move, and at 8 heads, she is temporarily large enough to charge through
everything, similar to the mega mushroom from the Mario series.
I really love the art style of this game. The pixel art is extremely vibrant, cute, and detailed. The music is fun, upbeat, and
matches the mood of every level! This sort of variety in game styles is really why I started to like Touhou. Marisaland Legacy is
a fun, unique, and cute take on an age-old classic like SMB1. I would recommend it to anyone!. 4\/10!
Simple little game. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.. Bang for your buck, gets your brain going. Bit of trial and
error but overall enjoyable!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSSCB1DJe1Y. Was hoping for something like DPB and this isn't even close.. Fun game.
Lack of altitude hold makes it extra challenging. I wish the controls could be modified to simulate a real drone controller (twin
sticks rather than trigger).. I used to do speed with the 15 puzzle. Why did you have to take out a vertice, and not a corner.
8/10 just because of that.. Move your awkward shape brick round a tight maze.
Solid puzzle game with a few different mechanics like disappearing blocks, moving blocks, and a teleporter, to keep things
interesting for the 50 levels of each section you go through.
It can get a little samey, it could do with more to it for the length of game it is.
For the price though, you get plenty of game to get through that can get taxing but never too difficult.. This game has so much
potentail, but devs play it right dont make this a sucky buggy game please fix it and update regularly like cold games does, in
subsistence. Please dont abandon it
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